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Hachette Children's Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Bomb, Sarah Mussi, I'm
Genesis Wainwright. I'm a sixth-form student. I come from Somerset. My mum is the best mum in
the world. I play the guitar (badly). My best friend is Holly. I'm searching for answers to the Meaning
of Life. I believe in True Love. AND I'M IN LOVE WITH NAZ. I want to be a performance poet. And I'm
crazy about motorbikes. I can remember everything. Except last night. When Genesis goes on a
blind internet date, she just wants to get over her ex-boyfriend Naz. She just wants someone to like
her again. But when Genesis wakes up the morning after the date, she can't remember a thing. She
doesn't know where she is, or how she got there. And she can hardly move because she is strapped
into some kind of body armour .Before she has time to figure it out, she receives an order through
an earpiece stuck in her ear. And then a voice sounds in her head: 'You have been chosen for an
assignment .The vest you're wearing is packed with high explosives. And with one mobile call we
can detonate it.' To...
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Reviews
This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom Fisher
Comprehensive information for book lovers. This is for all who statte that there had not been a worth studying. Its been printed in an remarkably simple
way which is simply following i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, change the way i think.
-- Rebeka h Smith
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